REQUEST TO REGISTER A MATHEMATICS PLAN / MAJOR
(you cannot use this form to ask for a Program change – see your Faculty for this)

Student Number: ………………………………………………………………………

Student Name: ………………………………………………………………………

Degree Program Name: ……………………………………………………………

Degree Program Number (if known): ……………………………………………

PLEASE REGISTER ME FOR THE PLAN / MAJOR:

Plan/Major Name: ………………………………………………………………………

Plan/Major Code: ………………………………………………………………………

AND REMOVE ME FROM (if required):

Plan/Major Name: ………………………………………………………………………

Plan/Major Code: ………………………………………………………………………

SIGNED (Student): ……………………………………………………………………

DATE: …………………………………………………………………………………

CHECKED BY (for School of Maths): ……………………………………………

SENT TO FACULTY or ENGINEERING SCHOOL: ……………………………

Note: The plans / majors currently available in Mathematics are:

In Science and combined degrees:

Majors:  Minors:
MATHM1  Mathematics     MATHM2
MATHT1  Statistics      MATHT2
MATHN1  Oceanography    MATHN2

In Advanced Mathematics:  In Advanced Science:
MATHA1  Applied Mathematics  MATHN1  Oceanography
MATHP1  Pure Mathematics  
MATHT1  Statistics  
MATHR1  Quantitative Risk  